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Abstract

Mortality prediction for ICU patients has been of particular interest in medical 

applications. Artificial Neural Networks has emerged as an important technique in the 

medical decision support field in recent years. Traditionally, the Multi-Layer Perceptron 

(MLP) network using a back-propagation learning algorithm has been the most popular 

model used in the medical domain, while the Radial Basis Function (RBF) network has 

been rarely used in this field. This thesis discusses several training algorithms of RBF 

networks, including the K-mean clustering method and the forward selection ROLS 

method. A new approach using K-mean clustering to initialize the centre candidates of 

the ROLS method is presented. Technologies including weight-elimination, 

regularisation and data analysis (PCA) are applied for optimisation purposes. The 

experimental results show that weight-elimination (or regularisation) is suitable for 

solving the over-fitting problem, thus improving the model’s performance. The PCA 

method can improve the prediction quality of the RBF network, especially in the 

detection of non-survival cases which have a low occurrence. The performance of the 

MLP and RBF networks is compared and discussed. With respect to the problem studied 

in this thesis, among all the models under consideration, the MLP model performs well 

overall. The RBF model with K-mean clustering is unstable and performs relatively 

poorly. The advanced RBF model using ROLS with a K-mean centre candidate 

initialization plus a PCA approach performs the best
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In an Intensive Care Unit (noted hereafter as ICU), patients are usually very ill and 

clinical complications may occur at any moment Fast-pace decision-making is required 

in many acute cases. Unfortunately, the medical data of an ICU patient are usually 

complex and require time-consuming pre-processing, making a rapid diagnosis difficult 

Moreover, researches showed that the iatrogenic illness is more likely to happen in the 

ICU settings than in other medical units 58:59. It seems that iatrogenic illness and other 

forms of errors in ICUs can be linked to limitations in human decision making 42:58:59. 

Under such circumstances, if a medical aid system was able to quickly and accurately 

predict medical outcomes such as the risk of death for an ICU case, it could help health 

staff to plan proper treatment, saving more lives and significantly increasing patients’ 

chances of survival. In this way, rapid clinical decision support systems become highly 

desirable.

In past years, a variety of techniques have been applied to predict medical outcomes. 

Significant effort has been devoted to identifying the risk factors influencing mortality 

rates and other medical outcomes 4,13;21;36;56:68. Risk factors such as age, chronic disease, 

clinical parameters, surgical status and acute problems have been used to make medical 

diagnoses. However, how these factors affect medical outcomes is still uncertain. Scoring 

systems that index the severity of illness were one of the earliest tools used to aid 

decision-making, and are still widely used in clinical practice 34. For example, the

- 1 -
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APACHE score is used with adults in ICU 16:4648:79 and the SNAPS score is used with 

neonates in NICU (neonatal ICU)67.

A variety of mathematical and statistical methods for pattern classification, such as 

discriminant analysis, logistic regression and recursive partitioning, have also been 

applied to develop clinical decision support models 17:61. These methods can potentially 

improve diagnostic accuracy. However, due to the lack of knowledge concerning the 

mathematical relationship between the medical variants, a discriminant function or 

decision boundary is not easy to determine, constraining the use of these methods17:61.

Artificial intelligence (AI) has been applied in the medical field for over 30 years. In 

1984, Clancey and Shortliffe defined Medical Artificial Intelligence as follows:15

“Medical artificial intelligence is primarily concerned with the construction o f Artificial 

Intelligence programs that perform diagnosis and make therapy recommendations. 

Unlike medical applications based on other programming methods, such as purely 

statistical and probabilistic methods, medical Artificial Intelligence programs are based 

on symbolic models o f disease entities and their relationship to patient factors and 

clinical manifestations. ”

The ICU environment is particularly suitable to the use of AI tools because there is a 

large amount of available data and it may improve the quality of patient care 38,76,77. 

Artificial Neural Networks (noted hereafter as ANNs) have attracted significant attention

- 2 -
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due to their ability to learn and generalize in terms of self-learning, their fault-tolerance 

and predictive accuracy. Multi-layer perceptron (noted hereafter as MLP) networks using 

back-propagation training are the most commonly used neural network type in the 

medical field. This network is considered quite appropriate for complex problems that 

cannot be defined precisely, as is often the case in medical data analysis. MLP networks 

have been applied successfully in many areas of clinical decision support 15:19:34:38. 

Another successful technique which originated from multivariable interpolation is the 

Radial Basis Function (noted hereafter as RBF) technique, which can also be interpreted 

as an ANN that uses radial symmetrical functions in the hidden layer to perform a 

nonlinear transformation on the input data. The RBF technique has performed well in 

pattern classification yet is not seen as much as MLP in the medical field. Generally 

speaking, RBF networks have high convergence speed, global minimum convergence and 

few parameters to be estimated 40. These characteristics may well suit the requirements of 

clinical decision-making in an ICU, and it is expected to help make rapid mortality 

predictions that are critical for an ICU patient.

1.2 Problem identification and thesis objectives

Medical decision support systems are not a replacement for doctors but a decision tool to 

quickly provide a likely medical outcome and assist doctors in making informed 

decisions. These systems simulate the procedures conducted by medical personnel to 

draw knowledge from a large medical database and quickly make a recommendation to 

the doctor. The decision support problem consists of building a classification model using

- 3 -
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attributes extracted from medical records, then evaluating the effectiveness of the model 

using new cases 17.

The basic procedures of implementing a medical decision aid system are illustrated in 

Figure 1-1. Here we use neural networks as an example. First, data with known outcomes 

must be collected from a representative population of cases and pre-processed for later 

use. Then, the neural network is trained with these known data. The architecture and 

parameters are adjusted during the training time until a pre-defined goal is achieved. 

After training, new data is fed to the network to test the performance of the trained 

network. During this period, the performance of the network is audited and appropriate 

modifications are done to try on different architectures (parameters) according to the 

audit’s results. Experimental results are collected for different architectures of the 

network and assessments of the neural network are done by some criteria in the medical 

situation. The best model then is chosen from all the models of different architectures 

(parameters) according to this specific criterion.

An obvious challenge for a medical aid system is that the medical database is usually 

highly skewed because some medical outcomes such as mortality are usually rare. For 

example, in most patient population in ICUs, the mortality rate is below 10%. Such a 

low occurrence in a database is hard to detect but it is of interest in the medical field.

- 4 -
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Representative cases with 
known outcomes

Audit of existing 
performance

Assessment of performance 
in clinical situation

Test performance of 
trained neural network

Experimental results 
collection

Train neural networks

Selection of the most 
appropriate architecture of 
the network

Modification of the 
network’s architecture with 
appropriate parameters

Figure 1-1 Flow chart of training and development processes for implementing a neural 
network medical decision aid system

Another challenge is how to train the medical system and how to evaluate its 

performance. Unlike other pattern classification problems in which classification 

performance can be measured by the errors between the expected outputs and the 

predicted outputs, an ideal mortality prediction system in ICU should have not only a 

high predicting accuracy but also a high sensitivity and specificity (see section 1.3.1).
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Thus, the training of the medical aid system is a little different from that of ordinary 

pattern classification systems. Measures combining predictive accuracy, sensitivity and 

specificity are used to evaluate the performance of the medical support system, and the 

criteria for stopping training strategies vary depending on different measures.

Mortality prediction can be regarded as a typical binary pattern classification problem 

based on medical variables where the only output variable (mortality) has 2 values: yes or 

no. From this point of view, MLP networks and RBF networks are two good candidates 

for our problem. The efficiency of MLP networks has been demonstrated by many 

applications, so it is studied in this thesis as one approach to solve our problem. 

Meanwhile, although most previous medical research was focused mainly on MLP 

networks, RBF networks as another good pattern classifier is also of great interest to 

researchers. The second objective of this research is to apply the RBF network technique 

to determine whether it can efficiently predict mortality in the ICU, and to compare its 

behaviour with the commonly used MLP network. Some techniques for training RBF 

networks will be discussed to explore the best mechanism to apply to our problem. The 

performance of the two approaches will be evaluated based on experimental results with 

actual data from a comprehensive electronic medical record system. In addition, since 

ensembles of models are more accurate than single models in their predictive ability 55, a 

system assembling all the models will be implemented to predict mortality to benefit 

from the strengths of both techniques and provide comparable outcome estimations for 

the medical personnel. To evaluate performance, measures such as the correct

- 6 -
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classification rate, sensitivity and specificity will be applied. Other comparisons will be 

done regarding the approximation quality of models and the speed of convergence.

13 Adult ICU medical environment

In order to better understand the medical background of our medical decision support 

system, a brief review of adult intensive care facts and terms is presented in this section.

13.1 Diagnostic sensitivity and specificity

In clinical practice, there are always some patients who are diagnosed as positive but do 

not have the disease, and some patients who are diagnosed as negative but actually have 

the disease. These cases are called false positive and false negative, respectively. 

Similarly, those who are diagnosed as positive and actually have the disease are called 

true positive, while those who are diagnosed as negative and actually don’t have the 

disease are called true negative. A false positive diagnosis may result in unnecessary 

treatment, but a false negative diagnosis could be worse in cases where the proper 

treatment opportunity is missed, resulting in higher treatment costs, and in some cases 

death.

Medical studies usually use sensitivity, specificity and correct classification rate to 

measure the quality of a diagnosis. Sensitivity refers to the percentage of true positives 

among patients who have the disease. To be specific, it is the number of true positives 

divided by the total number of patients with the disease:

- 7 -
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C •*: •*. true positivesSensitivity = ----------------   (1-1)
true positives + false negatives

The specificity is the percentage of true negatives among patients without the disease.

c true negativesSpecificity = ------------------2-----------------  (1-2)
true negatives+ false positives

The correct classification rate (CCR) is the percentage of all patients who are correctly 

diagnosed.

true positives + true negatives „
CCR —--------------    (1-j )

all cases

Although the above three parameters are all indices of system performance, it should be 

noticed that none of them can be used alone. They depend on the choice of the medical 

decision threshold value, and there is a “trade-off’ between them. An extreme example 

of this would be setting the diagnosis threshold value at zero, so everyone would have a 

“negative” result. In spite of the high classification rate and the high specificity of 100%, 

the sensitivity could be as low a s1

- 8 -
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1 3 2  Traditional illness scoring systems in adult ICUs

ICU patients are often at risk of dying and require a high level of intensive care. Multiple 

system dysfunctions and multiple medical problems can coexist, and medical conditions 

are usually complicated and severe. There is an interest in examining the risk factors 

influencing the mortality of ICU patients because these risk factors may help us 

understand individual differences in response to illness and help develop interventions 

intended to decrease mortality.

Previous analysis on identifying special risk factors influencing mortality in ICUs has 

mainly focused on both physiological and clinical characteristics. Usually, the following 

variables are recorded in intensive care: gender, age, duration of ICU stay, location 

before ICU admission, type of patient (surgical/medical), existing medical problems at 

admission, etc. These factors are intuitively related to ICU mortality 4;13:68.

Since the 1980s, scoring systems consisting these risk factors have been used to evaluate 

the severity of illness 34. APACHE (Acute Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation) 

i6;46-49;6i;79 -g Qne ^  ̂ h e s t  ̂  the most commonly used mortality score models in 

adult ICU. Following the invention of APACHE and its publication in the early 1980s, 

the SNAP (Score for Neonatal Acute Physiology) 67, TISS (Therapeutic Intervention 

Scoring System)44 and MPM (Mortality Probability Models) 51systems were developed 

for medical outcome prediction. In the later ten years, these instruments developed and 

new generations using sophisticated statistical techniques were found to outperform their

- 9 -
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older counterparts. Next, we will introduce the widely-used APACHE II scoring system 

in detail.

1 J J  Acute Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II

The APACHE II score is determined from points based upon the patient’s chronic health 

history, age and acute physiology variables. All variables are collected from the worst 

values within 24 hours of ICU admission. The 12 acute physiology variables form a 

minimum set of key risk variables that must be measured to maintain statistical precision. 

Age and chronic medical histories are also included. Hence, these 12 acute physiology 

variables, combined with age and chronic medical problems, are scored to represent the 

degree of illness severity (Table 1-1). With the exception of Glasgow Coma Score 

(GCS), evaluated as 0-12, and serum creatinine, measured as 0-8, all other acute illness 

measures are evaluated using a 0-4 scale. Age and chronic health history are assigned 0 to 

6 points according to the individual record. With this system, it has been possible to 

describe patients' characteristics despite enormous variance between individuals.

Many studies have shown that there is a significant correlation between the APACHE II 

score and ICU mortality. Patients with higher APACHE II scores have a greater chance 

of dying in the hospital19. APACHE II nowadays is one of the most widely used scoring 

models in clinical practice and validated in clinical trials.

- 10-
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Variable No. o f  points

Acute physiology
rectal temperature 0-4
mean arterial pressure 0-4
heart rate 0-4
respiratory rate 0-4
fraction of inspired oxygen 0-4
partial pressure of oxygen in the blood 0-4
arterial pH 0-4
serum sodium 0-4
serum potassium 0-4
white blood cell count. 0-4
serum creatinine 0-8
Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) 0-12

Age (year)
<44 0
45-54 2
55-64 3
65-74 5
>75 6

Chronic health history
Non-operative or emergency operative admission 5
Elective post-operative admission 2

Maximum possible total 71

Table 1-1 Scoring for the APACHE H model

13.4 Some mortality prediction facts

There are obvious differences in the behaviour of individual patients. Studies have shown 

that, compared with surgical (post-operative) patients, medical (non-operative) patients in 

critical condition have a higher death rate in ICUs 4’13. The fact affected in APACHE II is 

that the medical patients are assigned more points than the surgical patients (Table 1-1). 

One possible reason for this fact is that medical patients may have more complex and 

severe coexisting problems on admission to ICU. Thus, it is very important to distinguish

- 1 1 -
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these two groups of patients because they have different characteristics and must be 

analysed separately in medical studies.

Another fact revealed by a series of studies is that clinicians using scoring systems may 

overestimate mortality in high-risk patients but underestimate mortality in low- to 

moderate-risk groups 18. The former situation happens more often in the ICU 

environment because most of the patients are high-risk. The reason clinicians might be 

prudent with their diagnoses is that there are always some discrepancies between current 

models and an ideal model. Overestimation of risk means more costly intensive care and 

transfer, according to empirical studies. A model with high specificity and reasonable 

sensitivity, meaning more survival patients are correctly classified, would be beneficial 

and complementary to clinicians’ diagnoses, which are often overestimated. In practice, a 

model with a specificity of close to 100% and a sensitivity of over 50% is acceptable for 

medical support purposes 25.

1.4 A brief literature overview of mortality prediction

According to the literature, prognostic scoring systems which quantify the severity of a 

disease are still among the primary tools used in clinical practice to predict mortality 

3;i3;27;47 Some evaluations of the mortality predictive accuracy of these scoring systems 

suggest that it may be necessary to adapt the scoring models to the patient population to
M .i 'e

increase the mortality prediction accuracy in particular medical settings ’ .

- 12 -
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Logistic regression and multivariate analysis are also widely used3. One example is the 

Bayes classifier. For instance, M. Ramoni et al. implement a so-called robust Bayes 

classifer and apply it to mortality prediction in ICUs66. This classifier, which is based on 

the naive Bayes classifier, is superior to the median imputation approach in that it does 

not assume the pattern of the missing data in the ICU setting. Some logistic regression 

models are used in combination with prognostic scores. For example, Le Gall JR et al. 

propose a SAPS-II logistic regression model which takes the SAPS-II score as a covariate 

49;5°. Although logistic regression and multivariate analysis outperform the scoring 

system, they are still restricted by the limited medical statistical techniques available3.

Recent efforts have focused on Artificial Intelligence. A number of typical AI 

technologies are used to predict mortality. Laboratory and clinical evaluations have 

shown that they can improve mortality prediction efficiently. Examples of these AI 

approaches include decision trees 2;45, Bayesian networks 43;6°, and neural networks 

i9;2234;80 ^  typical neural network type commonly used in clinical practice is the MLP 

network with a back-propagation learning algorithm, which is applied to a broad 

spectrum of fields including intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH)23, cancer10"19, coronary heart 

disease19, sepsis27 and the ICU 14:33:61:80 etc..

Another AI approach, RBF networks, which can also be interpreted as a neural network, 

has also been applied successfully in medical domains such as medical decision support 

for traumatic brain injury patients 54, disease diagnosis from electrocardiography (ECG) 

908̂ 3̂ 3̂  pj-g^cting heart rate39, analysis of the dynamics of the heart rate variability
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(HRV) signal7,63, multispectral brain MRI segmentation 75, spectroscopic detection of 

cervical pre-cancer74 and estimation of evoked potentials35. However, they are less 

exploited in ICUs. E.Blanzieri et al. proposed an RBF architecture model in 1995 to 

predict the mortality of ICU patients8. This model was based on the Factorized Radial 

Basis Function Networks (F-RBFNs) and the fuzzy neural networks. As for their 

experiments, the MLP and RBF models had sim ilar predictive accuracy.

1.5 MIRG’s medical software and application environment

This thesis uses actual data from a large medical database of the ICU at the Dr. E. 

Chalmers Hospital (hereafter noted as DECH) in Fredericton 69. The original DECH ICU 

database consists of over 3000 records of patients admitted to DECH ICU over 2.5 years 

(since 1998). There were 98 fields of clinical and administrative information including 

multiple procedural information, up to seven medical diagnoses, and auxiliary space for 

free form comments. Significant events and complications that occur in the ICU course 

were also recorded 69. A subset of this database with the raw APACHE II variables was 

used in later research by the MIRG laboratory. Fifty-one input variables were extracted 

from the original database. Profiles with missing values or under the age of 12 were 

excluded, which resulted in a database with 1491 cases 32:72. This database is used in this 

thesis.

The MIRG (Medical Intelligence Research Group) has previously implemented MLP 

network models to predict medical outcomes in ICU. In 199532, they proposed the initial 

ANN model in MIRG and applied it to predict “Mortality”, “Length of stay” and
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“Duration of artificial ventilation”. This study showed that ANN is an efficient method 

for medical decision support

In 1997, Trigg et al. 72:73 tried two new approaches on the previous 2-layer and 3-layer 

MLPs to improve their performance. These two approaches are weight-elimination and 

high/low node representation. New models were applied to predict the “Duration of 

ventilation”. The experiments using weight-elimination improved the performance of the 

previous model significantly while the high/low node representation performance showed 

not much difference from the regular data representation for that study.

Ennett24 discussed how the data distribution and representation affect the classification 

performance of ANN in 1999. She obtained the best performance when training the 

network on a higher-than-normal prevalence approach, i.e., increasing the mortality rate 

of the training dataset artificially by randomly adding/copying some positive (non- 

survivor) cases into the training dataset She applied the ANN model to predict coronary 

surgery mortality where the actual mortality rate in the database was quite low. Her study 

also used weight-elimination and performed well in mortality prediction. This model was 

later applied to predict mortality and ventilation hours in ICUs by the MIRG laboratory

33;76

Later in 2001, Scales proposed a performance measurement tool which considers both 

sensitivity and specificity in a single index and balances them to favour sensitivity. The
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equation of this measurement comes in a logarithm form and was named the “log- 

sensitivity index” (Section 3.2.2).

This study is conducted based on the above research achievements in MIRG. The data 

pre-processing is done following the methods previously used by MIRG, and the MLP 

model is implemented using the existing programs. The new RBF models are 

implemented based on some publicly available algorithms and codes. To provide a 

consistent standard to compare the different models, new functions are created to collect 

the experimental results and measure the performance. All the models are implemented 

into one system and use the same functions to pre-process data, collect experimental 

results and measure the performance. All programs are implemented and run in the 

environment of Matlab 6.0 in the MIRG laboratory.
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Chapter 2 Background information

2.1 Artificial Neural Networks

An artificial neural network is a parallel, highly integrated system that simulates the 

learning ability of human brains.

2.1.1 Overview of Artificial Neural Networks

The nervous system of living organisms is a collection of about 10 billion connected 

elements (neurons) working in parallel. An artificial neuron works in a similar way as a 

biological neuron does. In an artificial neuron (Figure 2-1), weighted inputs (weights in 

ANN are similar to synaptic connections in the human brain) are sent to a node (similar 

to a neuron in the brain), are summed up and then transformed to a limited range by the 

neuron’s transfer function. This function may come in three forms: a certain threshold 

level, a linear function, or a sigmoid function. The output from the transfer function is 

then sent to other nodes (neurons) connected with this node (neuron). This value can be 

calculated using the following expression:

where A/is the p  inputs of the neuron, Ao is the output of the neuron, b is the bias node, f 

is the transfer function.

(2-1)
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Figure 2-1 The structure of a neuron

An individual neuron is not very useful. However, when many neurons are highly 

interconnected, the collective power of the network as a whole is enormous. Every 

neuron in the network continuously evaluates its output according to instantaneous inputs 

from other neurons. The network continuously evolves until all neurons are in stable 

states. These procedures simulate the way that the human brain works. In another word, 

the highly interconnected neural network has the ability to learn. During the learning 

procedures, weights are adjusted repeatedly. The more important information is assigned 

a larger weight and less important information is assigned a smaller weight. Learning is 

accomplished with the evolvement of the whole network.

When an ANN is used in pattern classification, two phases are involved: the 

training/learning phase and the generalization/test phase. During the training phase, the 

network is trained by a specific algorithm which can either be supervised or 

unsupervised. If the expected output is already known before training and is needed to
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help adjust the parameters of the network, the training is called supervised. Otherwise, it 

is called unsupervised.

Supervised ANNs are usually used to classify patterns into known categories. During the 

learning process, input patterns are propagated through the network from the input layer 

to the output layer. An output pattern is generated at the output layer. The difference 

(defined by some mathematical criteria) between actual output and expected output is 

then used to compute an error. This output error indicates the network’s learning 

effectiveness and is used to adjust the parameters of the ANN to obtain smaller errors.

Neural networks that learn unsupervised do not have such expected outputs. The learning 

goal is to group similar patterns close together in certain areas of the value range. This 

can be used efficiently for pattern clustering purposes.

After the training, the network is in a stable status in which the weights will no longer 

change. We call this network a trained network. Then comes the generalization phase 

during which the trained network is used to generalize the information for new input 

patterns. Since the trained network has learned many patterns and is already stable, it can 

predict the pattern that the new data belongs to based on its leamt knowledge.

There are a variety of structures of ANNs. Figure 2-2 is a typical topological structure of 

one category of Artificial Neural Network: the Multi-layer feed-forward network. If we 

see the RBF network as an ANN, both MLP and RBF can be illustrated with this figure.
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In this category of ANN, information is fed forward within the network and neurons are 

activated layer by layer. Neglecting the fact that the hidden layers of MLP and RBF work 

in different ways, the only difference in the structure is that an MLP may have multiple 

hidden layers while an RBF almost always has only one hidden layer, meaning three 

layers in total.

Output layer

Hidden
layer(s)

Input layer

Figure 2-2 Topological structure of a feed-forward ANN

Flow of 
activation

2.1.2 Multi-layer Perceptron Network

The MLP network is a multi-layer supervised network that has no less than one hidden 

layer. It is a typical feed forward network, in which the information is fed from the input 

layer to the first (and possibly only) hidden layer, then to the second hidden layer, and so 

on until the output layer.

MLP is a non-linear system. In a single-layer perceptron with no hidden layer, the output 

of the network is linear in the weights. However, when a hidden layer is added to the 

network, the system is no longer linear. Typically, the hidden layer(s) learns to recode the
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inputs. With the hidden layer(s), there could be more mapping from the input data to 

output data thus the network is more powerful than a single-layer network.

MLP networks normally use a back-propagation learning algorithm to adjust weights.

The adjustment is determined using an amount proportional to the error at each iteration. 

Specifically, each iteration of the learning phase consists of two passes: a forward pass 

and a backward pass. The forward pass refers to the process the input data is forwarded 

from the input layer to the hidden layer(s), and then to the output layer. The outputs of 

each unit are calculated and the errors at the output units are calculated in this pass. In the 

backward pass, the errors calculated at the output layer from the forward pass are 

propagated backward. The weights are altered so that the errors (expressed in the cost 

function) become smaller by performing the error gradient descent This is repeated over 

and over again until the error is lower than a threshold, which signals the end of the 

learning phase.

Output of each layer in forward pass:

(2-2)

Cost function at the output layer
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(2-3)

Weight adjusted in backward pass:

dWn = m*dW„ + (l-m)*lr*Dn*AnJ - 2 \ (2-4)

Later in the test phase, new patterns are fed into the input layer and forwarded to the 

hidden layer(s), and then the output layer. The outputs of each layer are determined by 

the input to this layer and the weights between the previous layer and this layer. The final 

predicted results for the test data are achieved at the output layer.

2.13 Weight-elimination/Weight-decay for performance optimisation

Large weights can impair the generalization ability of ANNs since they can cause 

excessive variance in the output (Geman, Bienenstock and Doursat 1992). Small weights, 

on the other hand, can introduce “white noise” into the data \  According to Bartlett6, the 

size of the weights is more important than the number of weights in determining a 

generalization. So, adjusting the weight size may significantly improve generalization 

performance.
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Weight-elimination and weight-decay are two regularisation methods to minimize the 

generalization error of an ANN. Both are achieved by adding a penalty term to the cost 

function. Weight-elimination eliminates the small weights by forcing them to equal zero, 

while weight-decay penalizes large weights by causing the weights to converge to smaller 

absolute values. In a linear model, this form of weight decay is equivalent to ridge 

regression, which can be used to optimise the performance of our RBF models (Section 

2.2). Using these two approaches, the cost function should be rewritten as following:

where X is the weight-decay constant and wy refers to the individual weights within the 

network.

Similarly the term for weight-elimination is:

E (W ) =  2  (Eo(W))2 + penalty (2-5)

Here, the penalty term for weight decay is:

penalty = X * 2y (wy2) (2-6)

(2-7)
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where X is the weight-decay constant, w,y refers to the individual weights within the 

network and wois the weight-decay scaling parameter.

When comparing the two penalty terms, it can be noticed that weight-decay tends to 

shrink the large weights more than the small ones, while weight-elimination tends to 

shrink the small weights more.

The decay constant X plays an important role here. It indicates how strongly the weights 

are adjusted. One common approach to determine this constant is to try different amounts 

of decay for training the network and then choose the decay constant that minimi7.es the 

estimated generalization error. In 1991, Weigend et al. 78 proposed to update the decay 

constant iteratively during training. They initialised the weight decay to zero and then 

gradually increased its value until the generalization error became excessive.

A subtler optimisation approach using weight decay is to use different decay constants 

for each type of weights in the network. In other words, apply different decay constants 

for input-to-hidden, hidden-to-hidden, and hidden-to-output weights. This method may 

generalize better, but it often requires significant computation and is thus inappropriate 

for our problem.

2.1.4 Parameters to specify a MLP network

In the following discussion, we will demonstrate in detail how an MLP network with 

weight-elimination works to see what parameters are needed to specify i t  We take a
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three-layer MLP as an example and assume that the transfer function is the hyperbolic 

tangent

During training, the output of the n-th layer is:

A„ = tanh (2VF„[i]An-i[i] +fc„ [i])), n>l (2-8)

where Ao represents the value of the input layer nodes, Ai represents the output of the 

hidden layer nodes and A2 represents the output of the output layer nodes.

The error at the output layer can be calculated by (2-9):

E — V£*2p£data £j€outputs (Tjp-A2jp) (2-9)

where Tjp is the expected output at the j-th output layer node and A2jP is the actual output 

at this node.

Then, the error obtained at the output layer is back-propagated within the network. The 

weights are adjusted as below:

W=W+dW (2-10)

where dW  is defined as:
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dWn = m*dWn+ (l-m )* lr* D n* A l l -2 A

1 +  -
W.2

- w 2
wn

wn 1 +  -
W.2 V

(2-11)

W„

Here, D2 is proportional to the rate of change of the network output A2 with respect to the 

error E, and, Di is proportional to the rate of change of the hidden layer Ai with respect to 

D2. Di and D2 can be calculated by (2-12,2-13 ):

Dz=— *E = 
dE

dtanh(£)
dE

•  E (2-12)

dA,Di= — l »W2»D2 = 
d D , 2 2

dtanh(D2)
Id ,

• w 2» d 2 (2-13)

The bias vector can be adjusted in a similar way:

B = B+dB (2-14)

Where dB = m * dB„ +1 -  2A

f  r>2 '\

< K 1+ -
B.

Wn
— B,

w
f  B2 ^ 2

1 +  - 5-
Wn

(2-15)
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Note here m is a momentum term used to escape a small local minimum in the error 

surface. Ir is the learning rate

To summarize, the following parameters are needed to specify a 3-layer MLP network 

with weight-elimination:

• Weights from input-to-hidden Wj and hidden-to-output W2;

• Bias term b;

• Momentum term m

• Learning rate Ir

• Weight decay constant X
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22  Radial Basis Function networks

2.2.1 Design philosophy of RBF networks as a classifier

In 1985, the Radial Basis Function method for multivariable interpolation was first 

introduced by M.J.D.Powell40. Studies have shown that this method can generate a 

unique solution for any choice of data interpolation 40. In 1988, Broomhead and Lowe 

interpreted radial basis functions as a neural network model and applied it in a pattern 

classification problem. This was the first RBF neural network model in the world, and 

was later inspired by observations that biological neurons tune the response locally to 

stimuli in several parts of the nervous systems30.

If we view pattern classification as a curve-fitting (approximation) problem in high- 

dimensional space, the procedure of the classification can be considered as below:40

•  Training/learning phase: Construct a surface in a multidimensional space which best 

fits the training set

•  Test/generalization phase: Interpolate the test pattern properly in the 

multidimensional surface obtained in the training/learning phase.

The design of RBF networks as an ANN is based on the above statements and the fact 

that a complex pattern classification problem cast in a high-dimensional space is more 

likely to be linearly separable than one in a low-dimensional space (Cover’s theorem) and 

the approximation will be more accurate 40. A typical RBF network can be described as a
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3-layer ANN (Figure 2-4) with one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. 

The input layer feeds the patterns into the network, and the hidden layer transforms the 

input patterns into the high dimensional space through a set of “functions” (i.e., radial- 

basis functions) that constitute an arbitrary “basis” for the input patterns. The output 

layer, which acts as a linear discriminant, then calculates the weighted sum of the radial 

basis functions, generating the response of the whole network to the input pattern.

Weights W1

Hidden
layer(s)

Input layer

Figure 2-3The structure of an RBF network

Specificially, the hidden layer of an RBF has the following form:

h(x) = <S>((x -c)tK \ x-c)) (2-16)

where <I> is a set of radial-basis functions, the known vector c is an n-dimensional vector 

consisting of data points called the “centres” of the radial-basis functions, and x  is the 

independent variable (input of the network). R is the metric.
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Radial basis functions are a special class of functions that respond monotonically to the 

distance from a central point The centre, c, and the distance scale a  are parameters of the 

function. There is a large class of radial-basis functions used in RBF networks. The most 

common ones include Gaussian functions and Multiquadrics functions.

Gaussian functions monotonically decrease with distance from the centre.

Multiquadrics functions monotonically increase with distance from the centre. This is a 

popular tool for scattered data fitting:

The output layer of the RBF network accepts the results h(x) from the radial basis 

functions at the hidden layer and combines them linearly by assigning corresponding 

weights w. As this procedure is linear, an RBF network is usually considered as a linear 

system:

(2-17)

h(x) = (2-18)
a

m
(2-19)
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Most Artificial Neural Networks, such as MLP networks with back-propagation 

algorithms, have many local minima in their error surface. RBF networks have a 

wonderful property in their capability Chen and Chen 12 addressed the problem of

what kinds of radial functions have the property of universal approximation and found 

that a necessary and sufficient condition is that the radial basis function not be even 

polynomial.

22.2 Parameters to specify an RBF network

A naive RBF network is completely specified by the following parameters:

•  The number n of radial basis functions, i.e., the number of nodes in the hidden layer,

•  The centres c,- and the widths of each centre a, (i = l..n);

•  The weights w,y between the hidden layer nodes and the output layer nodes.

Note here that RBF networks have a relatively simple parameter space. This property 

usually means that less training effort is necessary. The mapping from the hidden layer to 

the output layer is simply a linear mapping so the weight wy can be solved by linear 

optimisation technology. The only other concern is the computation of the radial basis 

functions of the hidden layer. In practice, there have been numerous fast algorithms 

aiming to solve this problem.

2 2 3  A brief overview of training algorithms for RBF networks
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Unlike MLP, which often uses back-propagation algorithms for learning, there are many 

learning algorithm choices for RBF networks. Learning algorithms for RBF networks can 

consist of several different strategies originating from different fields. Some strategies 

can apply to the whole parameter space while others only apply to some of the 

parameters. Although the learning algorithms vary a lot, they are usually categorized as 

follows according to different category criteria:

•  Static or dynamic learning: Since the number n of radial functions is critical to the 

performance of the network, and other parameters (centres, widths, weights) all 

depend on it, the manner in which it is determined is used as a criterion to distinguish 

between static or dynamic learning algorithms. The learning algorithm for RBF is 

called static if it starts with a fixed number n of radial functions or dynamic if it adds 

or deletes some basis functions step by step until an optimal value is achieved. Both 

learning methods will be discussed in this thesis.

•  Online or offline learning: RBF learning algorithms can also be categorized as either 

online or offline learning. Online learning means that training data change during the 

learning process, with new data fed to the network set by set29. Offline learning 

means that all training data are completely available at the beginning of the learning 

process. Online learning algorithms are usually employed in recurrent RBF networks, 

which differ from the regular RBF structure in that each hidden layer neuron also has 

one feedback connection. Offline algorithms are not applicable to our problem, since 

we already have the whole database available before training.
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•  One-, two- and three- phase learning: Friedhelm Schwenker etc. 30 categorize the 

RBF Learning algorithms into one-, two and three-phase learning schemes. In 

practice, the two-phase learning procedure is most common: First, the hidden layer is 

determined by calculating the centres and the widths of the basis functions. Second, 

the weights between the hidden and output layers are calculated. The learning 

methods used in this thesis will be two-phased.

Actually, among all the parameters, methods of estimating the weights are consistent, 

although methods of determining centres/widths vary widely. The weights are usually 

estimated by computing the coefficient of the pseudo-inverse matrix or, alternatively, by 

performing the error gradient descent.

Since the output of an RBF network is linear (in the weights), a linear optimisation 

method that aims to minimise the cost function computed on the sample set can be used 

to calculate weights. Weights Linear Optimisation (WLO) tunes the weights between the 

output layer and the hidden layer by computing a pseudo-inverse matrix that has the 

following form:

W = G+d  (2-20)
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where G+= (GTG)'1GT is the pseudo-inverse matrix, G is the output of the hidden layer 

(radial basis functions) and d  is the expected output.

Gradient descent is another popular method of computing the weights. Since this method 

also applies to other parameters of RBF networks, it will be discussed later.

Below, our discussion of some typical RBF learning strategies will focus on how to 

calculate the centres/widths.

K-mean is a typical statistical clustering algorithm that determines the centres/widths 

associated to the basis functions. The training data are clustered into K subsets based on 

their similarities/distances defined by certain mathematical criteria. Each centre 

represents a cluster of nearby data points. During the clustering process, the 

centres/widths are updated iteratively among the recent data points of each cluster. K- 

mean is a static learning algorithm. It performs well when the correct value of K is 

chosen or known. Unfortunately, in practice, the value of K must be set by some heuristic 

process and is hard to determine. This weakness impairs the performance of the K-mean 

method.

The Gradient Descent method is used to improve the performance of RBF networks. This 

is achieved by iteratively updating the means and standard deviations of the radial basis 

functions. This can be applied to part or all the parameter space of RBFs after these

dE
parameters have been initialised and the learning rule can be expressed as : A r A  - r]— ,
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where rj is the learning rate. E is the error evaluated and A indicates a generic parameter, 

which could be a centre, width or weight

The main disadvantage of gradient descent is the slow convergence speed and unstable 

performance due to reliance on the choice of the initial parameters (centres). Although it 

may not be a good candidate for our problem due to its slow speed, one of its advanced 

versions, the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm 71, is still worth introducing here, 

as this is currently one of the most efficient learning methods for RBFs.

The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm 20 is a data clustering method that can be 

seen as a generalized version of K-mean clustering. In the K-mean algorithm, an input 

data pattern is assigned to one cluster only. In the EM algorithm, the membership of each 

input pattern can be distributed over multiple clusters. The EM algorithm computes a 

maximum likelihood solution using Gradient Descent to model the input-output 

distribution. The input density is modelled as a mixture of components by Gaussian 

distributions. The estimated parameters of the mixture density are then transplanted into 

the RBF network, after which supervised learning of the network takes place 71.

Another advanced learning algorithm, the Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS) method, 

originated from linear regression technology, and is a quick learning algorithm. In 1991, 

Chen e ta l.n  proposed an algorithm for forward stepwise regression for training RBF 

networks. Instead of adjusting the RBF centres in continuous space like most other 

algorithms do, OLS selects discrete subsets that usually provide good training error from
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a large set of candidate centres via a modified Gram-Schmidt orthonormalisation. This 

way, the problem turns into a linear problem. As we know, linear models are simpler to 

analyse mathematically than nonlinear models, since there are ways to derive and solve a 

set of equations for linear model optimization. Nonlinear models, such as MLPs, require 

iterative numerical procedures for their optimization, so computation is usually more 

expensive than linear models. Due to its special mechanism, OLS is supposed to be a fast 

learning algorithm.

There are many revised versions of OLS aimed at improvements in centre selection and 

the over-fitting problem. One famous version is the Regularized Orthogonal Least 

Squares (ROLS) method proposed in 1995 by Chen e ta l.n and later revised by O ir62 by 

combining ridge regression (also known as weight decay in ANN) with forward subset 

selection for RBF training.

22  A  Regularized Orthogonal Least Squares (ROLS) method

Since OLS is based on linear regression, this section begins with a brief introduction of 

linear regression.

In general, a linear model can be expressed in the following form: 

y  = f e )  =  £  w JhJ M  (2'21)
;=i
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where the regressors h(-) are fixed functions of inputs and only the coefficients w are 

unknown. The goal of linear regression is to find the best fit on the training set 

{(xi ,y, )}f, i-e., to solve the best w for the system of equations y = H w + e which 

minimizes the defined error:

E = eTe (2-22)

Here, the design matrix H (pxm) are the responses of the m regressors to the p  training 

patterns, and output y = [yi, y2,--.yp]Tis thep-dimensional vector responses top  patterns 

(as in our problem, y should be a scalar). The vector e contains p  unknown errors between 

the expected outputs and the true values. The solution of the above proposition is:

w = (HTH)'1HTy (2-23)

When comparing an RBF network and a linear regression model, each centre (c,, 73) of an 

RBF can be considered as corresponding to a regressor hj (x) in a linear regression model, 

and the weights from the hidden units to the output unit as corresponding to the 

coefficients w. A regressor is determined by a point (centre) in the input space and a scale 

factor (radii). The radii can be fixed since studies show that such networks are still 

universal approximations 70. From this point of view, selecting centres of RBFs is the 

same as selecting regressors in a linear regression model.
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Suppose at the beginning we have a set of centre candidates, we are going to choose a 

rational number of centres from the candidates set. Usually we take all training data as 

the candidate centres. Then the design matrix is pxp , hereafter noted as F  (called the full 

design matrix). The centre selection strategy must avoid the over-fitting problem. If too 

many centres are chosen from the candidates, this regression may overfit, since the 

training set is reproduced (memorized) exactly by the network.

Generally speaking, there are two ways to avoid the overfitting problem. Tikhonov’s 

regularisation theory solves the poor generalization problem through minimizing the 

Tikhonov function40. The Tikhonov function involves a penalty term besides the 

standard error term 40. The standard error term measures the standard error (distance) 

between the desired (target) pattern and the actual pattern for training examples. For the 

penalty, one may embed prior information to make the regularisation smoother. The 

regularisation (ridge regression in statistics) minimizes the following energy:

where Ip is a pxp identity matrix and X is the regularisation parameter that is chosen a 

priori or estimated from the data.

E = eTe + X wTw (2-24)

From the above equation we get:

w = (FTF + U p)-1FTy (2-25)
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Another way to avoid the overfitting problem is to choose only part of the candidates as 

the network centres. Subset selection methods of regression analysis are supposed to be 

suitable for solving this problem since by these methods we can choose those subsets that 

best explain the variation in the dependant variables (i.e., mortality in this thesis). OLS is 

a quick forward selection method which selects the centres using a Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalisation process. In this process, each new column added to the design matrix of 

the growing subset is orthogonal to all previous columns. This simplifies the equation for 

the change in sum-squared-error and results in a more efficient algorithm. Below we will 

show how regularized OLS solves the linear regression problem.

Any matrix can be factored into the product of a matrix with orthogonal columns and a 

matrix which is upper triangular. In particular, the design matrix H m obtained at the m-th 

step, can be factored into

where H m  is a pxm  matrix that has orthogonal columns and U m is an mxm  matrix that 

is upper triangular.

Then the regression equation can be rewritten as follows:

(2-26)

y = H m  wm+em (2-27)

where

wn = U mwm (2-28)
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At the mth step, H«-i is augmented by a new column f, which is orthogonal to the m-1 

existing and already orthogonal columns,

and fjis selected from the columns of the lull design matrix F.

In the case of a regularized network, “orthogonalisation is only possible if the roughness

penalty term depends on the orthogonalised weights wm and not on the ordinary weights 

wm“ n. Then, the minimized energy is 

_ (0 .

= Hm_, (2-29)

where

m-i f  Th -
(2-30)

Em = e mTem+ i w mTwm = y TPmy (2-31)

where

^ A  + h / h y  ^ + f , Tf,

(2-32)

The f , which maximizes
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is selected and becomes the last column of Hm noted as hm.

Orr proved that the computational cost (number of floating point operations) required to 

select one centre from M candidates with p  patterns in the training set is proportional to 

Mp with orthogonalisation. Without orthogonalisation, the cost is roughly proportional to 

Mp2. If the whole input training points are used as centre candidatess, then M = p  and the 

corresponding costs are p2 and p3 respectively 62. Obviously, the computation complexity 

is decreased with orthogonalisation.

To summarize, a forward selection ROLS method picks centres among all the regressors 

of the initial model to determine how each regressor will contribute to the modelling of 

the desired system. The regressor that most decreases the regularized error with the 

regressors already selected will be added to the subset The selection process is repeated 

until the m aximum  number of centres is reached or if adding new centres does not make 

any difference to the regularized error ratio according to a user-defined criterion.

2 3  Cross-validation for error estimation

For most artificial intelligence systems, a simple way to stop a learning process is to set a 

fixed threshold on the calculated error. Unfortunately, such a fixed threshold is liable to 

result in an overfit. Cross validation is a technique for calculating generalization errors by
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repeatedly re-sampling the training data. In k-fold cross-validation, the whole training 

data set is partitioned into k subsets of equal size. The system is trained k times, each 

time with k-1  subsets for training and the omitted 1 subset for validating the trained 

system by computing the error on it. The general error is calculated on the errors attained 

in the k time trainings. If only one sample is left for validation, this is called "leave-one- 

out" (LOO) cross-validation. For non-linear regression problems with long training times, 

e.g., MLP networks with a back-propagation algorithm, cross-validation is usually too 

expensive to compute. However, for linear regressions that can be solved using 

parsimonious linear optimisation, such as in RBF networks, cross-validation can be very 

helpful.

2.4 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimension reduction

Many practical applications of RBF networks use the Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) approach to reduce the input variable dimension for the RBF layer. It is actually 

used with some MLP network as well but much more often seen in RBF networks, so we 

put it in this chapter for discussion. Via this approach, data represented by a set of 

correlated variables are transformed into a set of uncorrelated variables by a linear 

transformation. The new variables are linear combinations of the original variables and 

are ordered by reduced importance. As a result, representing the data without the last 

several variables of the new combined variables may not result in the loss of significant 

information.
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The main use of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset while retaining as much 

relevant information as possible 41. However, in practice, while summarizing the 

important parts, the noise is also simultaneously filtered52. This is why in some 

applications, the new compact representation of the dataset resulting from PCA performs 

better than the original one.

PCA is based on the statistical representation of the multivariate vector. Suppose we have 

a random vector population x of n dimensions which is noted as:

X = ( x i ,x 2, .. . ,x „ ) t  (2-34)

Then, the mean and the covariance matrix of that population are:

Px = E{XJ (2-35)

Qi = E {(x-/tJ fx-iiJ rl  (2-36)

Now consider the components of Cx. From a statistical perspective, if two variables Xi 

and Xj are uncorrelated, their covariance is zero, i.e., the corresponding component cy = 

Cji = 0. If the variables are highly related, the covariance component will be large.

Given Cx, we can compute the value of the eigenvalues X* and eigenvectors e* of the 

covariance matrix by the following relationship:
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I Cx -  XII = 0 

Cx ©i= A*

(2-37)

(2-38)

where the A, are assumed to be distinct, I is the identity matrix having the same order as 

Cx and |.| denotes the determinant of the matrix.

Let A be a matrix consisting of eigenvectors of the covariance matrix as the row vectors 

ej. By transforming a data vector X, we get:

Y=A (X- px) (2-39)

The components of Y can be seen as the coordinates in the orthogonal base. Now the 

original data vector X can be reconstructed as:

X = AtY+Hx (2-40)

As mentioned before, the last several components have little significance for the vector. 

So, we may rewrite the above expression in terms of only a few basis vectors of the 

orthogonal basis. If we denote the matrix having the K first eigenvectors as rows by A*, 

we can create a similar transformation as seen above:

Y=A*(X-px) (2-41)

X = A*TY+px (2-42)
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Note that the original data vector has now been projected from the original n dimension 

space to the new k  dimension space, and the new vector is a linear combination of the 

basis vectors. In theory, by picking the eigenvectors having the largest eigenvalues, we 

lose as little information as possible in the mean square sense. In actual application, the 

number of eigenvectors and their respective eigenvalues can be tried out experimentally 

to meet the particular requirement of the relevant problem.

PCA provides a convenient way to control the trade-off between retaining more 

information and reducing the computation complexity, so it has been frequently used as a 

dimensionality reduction method for RBF networks. A number of studies have shown 

that PCA performs well when combined in RBF networks x. In a combined RBF+PCA 

system, a typical procedure is as follows: First, a standard PCA is performed to reduce 

the dimensionality of the original data; then, an RBF network accomplishes the system 

task with the new pattern vectors obtained from the PCA as its input data.

2.5 A brief comparison of the training algorithms of MLP network and the RBF 
network

In general, there are two significant differences between the RBF and MLP networks. 

First, RBF networks can use unsupervised clustering methods to cluster the data without 

presupposed class labels based on their similarity. This usually increases the 

approximation quality. Unfortunately, the proper number of clusters is not easy to 

determine in most RBF algorithms, and even for algorithms that can automatically
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compute the cluster, it is restricted by the limited initialization techniques available. As a 

result, the predictive ability of the network is weakened.

Second, RBF networks can employ some quick training algorithms other than the 

traditional gradient descent method, which requires a large amount of training iterations. 

The ROLS algorithm used in this thesis is one successful example of these rapid training 

algorithms. Given good parameter initialization, RBF networks may need less training 

time than do MLP networks.

As for the RBF networks, there are many training algorithms and they have different 

characteristics. The K-mean clustering algorithm and the OLS algorithm are two of them. 

As mentioned earlier, the nodes number of hidden layer is hard to determine for K-mean 

clustering algorithm in real applications. If we choose too few clusters, the network will 

not be able to efficiently separate the data; if there are too many, over-fitting will happen, 

resulting in poor generalization ability. In actual application, a naive method to determine 

the K value is to first pre-define a range of K values heuristically, and then try every 

single value of K within this range to obtain the best performance.

Another weakness of the K-mean method is its sensitivity to parameter initialization. The 

data distribution which determines the centres/widths initialization can affect the 

clustering results, and thus the final outputs of the whole network. Usually, a simple but 

very common way to initialize centres is to randomly create K centre points in the data
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space. Unfortunately, with this method, the output results fluctuate significantly 

depending on the different values of the initialized centres/widths.

The forward selection OLS method is an advanced approach to calculate radial basis 

functions. Unlike other simple methods such as the K-mean method, forward selection 

OLS does not require a pre-defined number of clusters. Instead, the proper cluster 

number is determined automatically by selecting the most suitable data point every step 

until the optimal result is achieved. Another advantage of forward selection OLS over K- 

mean is its robust results regardless of the data distribution in the dataset.
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Chapter 3 Methodology

This chapter outlines the procedures to set up and analyse the MLP/RBF mortality 

prediction models. The methodology consists of the following parts:

•  Data pre-processing of a large clinical database;

•  Measurement of performance of mortality prediction systems;

•  Implementation and validation of MLP network models with back-propagation 

algorithm and weight-elimination method;

•  Implementation and validation of RBF network models with K-mean algorithm, or, 

Regularized Orthogonal Least Squares (ROLS) algorithm.

All models can come with a PCA process before the data is fed to the network. The RBF 

models also use the cross-validation technique to compute the errors. A detailed 

discussion of the PCA process and cross-validation technique can be found in section 2.4 

and 2.3. We do not repeat them in this chapter.

3.1 Data pre-processing

Data quality is critical to the efficiency of a medical decision support system. Therefore, 

it is necessary to pre-process data to improve the data quality and make the extracted 

features more reliable. The original database used in this thesis contains 1491 complete 

cases collected over years from the ICU at the Dr. E.Chalmers Hospital. All cases in this
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database have no missing variables and are of patients over 12 years old. Since surgical 

patients and medical patients exhibit different behaviours (see section 1.3.4), we divide 

the database into two major parts: 883 surgical cases (patients who were admitted to the 

ICU post-operative) and 608 medical cases (non-postoperative). Previous research by 

MIRG discovered that the non-postoperative data set is much harder to analyze due to its 

non-homogeneity, this study will mainly focus on post-operative patients (hereafter noted 

as Post-op). In addition, for the purpose of testing the designed system on more datasets,

3 groups of datasets extracted from the Post-op database are considered in this thesis. 

Each group consists of the same training set but different test set Non-postoperative data 

set will also be test for comparison purpose. Table 3-1 summarizes the mortality rate 

distribution of each data set

DECH* ICU (whole) 1491 104 6.97%

L  post-operative 883 28 3.17%

L training set 589 18 3.06%

L test set A 294 9 3.06%

test set B 294 9 3.06%

test set C 294 9 3.06%

L  non-postoperative 608 76 12.50%

L training set 406 51 12.56%

L test set D 202 25 12.38%

Table 3-1 Statistics of the DECH ICU database
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The original DECH ICU database contains a large amount of medical and administrative 

variables. To make it more consistent and compact, MIRG members have pruned the 

database through consultation with the medical staff. The dataset used in this study 

contains 52 variables including some key risk factors along with APACHE II variables, 

of which 51 variables are used as system inputs and 1 as output. The final variables 

selected in this study are listed in Table 3-2.

In order to become available for neural networks, the medical data should be pre- 

processed before they are sent to the networks. The following pre-processing has been 

done with the data in this study:

Step 1: Normalize variables of the database by some criteria;

Step 2: Shuffle the database randomly and divide it into training data and test data by the 

ratio of 2:1;

Step 3: Copy more positive (non-survivor) cases into training data, replacing the negative 

data to artificially increase the mortality rate of the training dataset by some degree (50% 

in this thesis).

These three steps are described in detail below:
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V a r ia b l e N orm a l iza t io n  m e th o d

Demographics and Administrative Information
Assigned chronic health points in APACHE II scoring 
Emergency surgery prior to ICU admission 
Surgery prior to admission 
Patient gender

Method 1

Position in data sequence
Patient age (years) Method 2

APACHE II (Admission Information)
Rectal temperature (°Q
Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)
Heart rate
Respiratory rate
Fraction o f inspired oxygen
Partial pressure o f oxygen in the blood
Arterial pH
Serum sodium (mmol/1)
Serum potassium (mmol/1)
Serum creatinine (pmol/1)
Hematocrit
White blood cell count (total/mm3 in 1000s)
Glasgow Coma Score

Admission Source
Emergency Room Method 1
4SW
4E
4W
4NE
3W
4NW
3SW
Coronary Care Unit
3E
Admission from another location

Admission Diagnosis #1
Postoperative Method 1
Acute hypercapnic respiratory failure
Trauma
Drug overdose
Ketoacidosis
Sudden cession o f heart or lungs
Other diagnosis #1

Admission Diagnosis #2
Carotid endarectomy
Nothing filled in
Abdominal aortic aneurysm repair
Motor vehicle accident
Lobectomy
Aortobifemoral bypass
Pneumonia
Acute pulmonary edema
Other diagnosis #2

Admission Diagnosis #3
Nothing filled in
Lung cancer
Postoperative
Ischemic foot
Other diagnosis #3

Output: Death

Table 3-2 Summary of variables used in the DECH ICU database
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3.1.1 Normalize variables of the database

The 52 variables used in this study include two types of data: text variables (admission 

diagnosis and admission location) and physiological variables, whose possible value 

range can be very wide. In this thesis, the variables are normalized in the same way the 

MIRG lab has done33. To be more specific, the following methods are included (see 

Table 3-2):

Method 1 (for all text variables): Variables are categorized into Boolean values so that 

only 1 (true) or-1 (false) are used;

Method 2 (for physiological variables): Variable value minus the expected ‘normal’ value 

and is then divided by three standard deviations. The expected ‘normal’ values of each 

variable were determined by MIRG members in consultation with experienced physicians 

at DECH.

3.1.2 Divide the whole dataset into training data and test data

After normalization, the database is shuffled randomly and divided into a training dataset 

and a test dataset so that two-thirds of the database is in the training dataset and one-third 

is in the test dataset. Out of the whole post-operative database, the training dataset 

contains 589 cases and the test set contains 294 cases.

3.1.3 Artificially increase the mortality rate of the training dataset
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The actual mortality rate in the databases used in this study is as low as 3.17% (28 non

survivors out of 883 patients in the whole Post-op dataset). Such a low occurrence can 

harm the learning ability of a prediction system and make the identification of low 

occurrence patterns almost impossible. To deal with highly skewed data, studies suggest 

resizing the training set81 so that more sample cases representing the characteristics of 

low occurrence patterns are included. There are two methods of artificially altering the
Q  I

database, over-sampling minority class examples and down-sizing the majority class .

In mortality prediction, they mean:

• Over-sampling minority class examples: Randomly copy non-survivor cases into the 

database until an expected percentage of non-survivors is reached;

• Down-sizing the majority class: Randomly delete survivor cases from the database until 

an expected percentage of non-survivors is reached;

In this thesis, the first method is selected, i.e., a certain number of positive cases are 

randomly selected and copied into the training dataset to replace negative cases until a 

desired artificial mortality rate (50% as in this thesis) for the training dataset is achieved 

33. This way, the altered database does not become too large and the critical valuable non- 

survival cases are kept

3 2  Measures of performance
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Unlike other pattern classification problems, using errors alone between the expected 

values and approximated predicted values is not a good way to evaluate the performance 

of a medical outcome prediction system. To evaluate the performance of a mortality 

prediction system, measurements combining sensitivity, specificity, correct classification 

rate and constant predictor are commonly used 57. Among these measures, sensitivity, 

specificity and correct classification rate can be calculated using a contingency table.

3.2.1 Contigency table

Correct classification rate (CCR), sensitivity and specificity can be expressed in one 

table: The contingency table.

Correct output
Not present Present

1 i

Model output: wot present-* True negative (TN) False negative (FN)
Present —► False positive (FP) True positive (TP)

T T
TN+FP FN+TP

-TN+FN
*—FP+TP

Table 3-3 Contingency (True) table

As we mentioned earlier in section 1.3, sensitivity is the percentage of the positive cases 

(deceased cases in this research) that are correctly classified. Specificity is the percentage 

of the negative cases that are correctly classified. Correct classification rate is the 

percentage of cases that are correctly classified. From Table 3-3, we can easily calculate 

the CCR, sensitivity and specificity using the following equations:
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CCR TP + TN
m  + FN + FP + TP (3-1)

Sensitivity =
TP

FN + TP
(3-2)

TNSpecificity = -----------
r TN + FP

(3-3)

3 2 2  Log-sensitivity index

For mortality prediction systems, the misclassification of a patient may result in various 

medical costs. Unlike in ordinary pattern classification problems, the classification rate is 

not necessarily the best measure for the mortality prediction problem. In practice, 

sensitivity and specificity, together with classification rate, are all used to measure a 

medical support system. A satisfactory trade-off is to balance sensitivity and specificity, 

slightly favouring sensitivity.

For the sake of simplicity, the MIRG developed one single index to measure the 

performance of the medical decision aid system. This index is called the log-sensitivity 

index and has the following form:
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Log-sensitivity = -SensitivityAn*log (1-Sensitivity* Specificity) (3-4)

Usually we choose n=l. This index can be used as a stopping criterion to select an 

optimal model when training with different model architectures. The higher the index is, 

the better the model is supposed to be.

3.2.3 Constant predictor

The constant predictor is usually used as a reference to compare the performance of the 

prediction system with some extreme case which classifies all cases as the category with 

the highest a priori probability. When applied to mortality prediction, a constant predictor 

classifies all patients in ICU as survival. This simple predictor can reach a high 

classification rate because survival cases always occur frequently in the ICU database. 

Unfortunately, with this method, none of the death cases are correctly classified. This 

means that the specificity of a constant predictor is 100% but the sensitivity is 0%. So, a 

constant predictor is usually used as a comparative standard for a designed system since it 

does not alone have any further value except for its statistical predictions. An ideal 

mortality prediction is supposed to have a high sensitivity and a reasonable classification 

rate higher than the rate achieved by the constant predictor.

3 3  Implementing the MLP network system

33.1 Network structure
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Much research has shown that multi-layer networks outperform single-layer networks 

since they can develop models with nonlinear characteristics that are suitable for 

complicated problems 33. On the other hand, researchers also agree that for most 

applications, a simple 3-layer network with 1 hidden layer is sufficient. Moreover, a 3- 

layer network has a relatively low complexity due to its simple structure, so it is usually a 

first choice for many applications. Previous research by MIRG has shown that a 3-layer 

MLP with weight-elimination performs better than other MLP architectures when used to 

predict medical outcomes 32;33. Therefore, an MLP network with such architecture is 

chosen for the problem under study.

Based on previous experience in MIRG, the transfer function used in the network is the 

hyperbolic tangent function. This type of function has an output range of -1 to 1 with 

inputs scaled to have zero mean and unit variance. Networks that use this transfer 

function are usually expected to leam more quickly. This function is chosen for these 

experiments in the hope that it may help to better distinguish between survivors and non- 

survivors.

To compare the efficiencies of structures with and without the weight-elimination cost 

function, both structures are implemented and tested in this thesis. The training algorithm 

used for these models is the typical MLP learning algorithm: the back-propagation 

learning algorithm.

3.3.2 Automation of parameter computing
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As mentioned earlier, there are many stopping criteria for training a medical prediction 

system, depending on the different measurement criteria needed. As a result of this, the 

training of the medical prediction system is also unique. Based on a decade of experience 

in research and experimentation in the medical domain, MIRG has implemented an 

automation program to set up and train/test MLP models. This program has been 

successfully validated with a variety of medical databases 26;31:33. it was implemented 

based on a standard simple MLP network which is trained by the back-propagation 

algorithm and several useful functions were added to it to help obtain the best model 

automatically. Below are features of this automation program ̂

•  Standard back-propagation algorithm with/without the weight-elimination cost 

function;

•  Two- or three-layer architectures;

•  Adjustable number of nodes in the hidden layer;

•  Multiple stopping criteria: Highest test set classification rate, lowest test set average 

squared error, exact epoch stop, highest test set log-sensitivity index;

•  Selection of the initial values and ranges of the network parameters;

•  Automated or manual program to operate the network with the selected parameters.

In this automation program, an MLP network is specified by the following parameters: 

learning rate (Ir) and its adaptive parameters (lr_inc, lr_dec), momentum (m), weight- 

elimination scale factor {lambda) and its adaptive parameters {lambdajnc, lambdajiec), 

weight-decay constant (wo) and error ratio {error_ratio). A set of experiential value
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ranges of those parameters is defined before iteratively computing the optimal 

parameters. This automation program uses a divide-and-conquer method to determine the 

optimal (defined by different criteria) parameter values of an MLP network 25. After 

each epoch of training, the range of parameters is divided into two and the new iteration 

is executed in the new range to obtain the best parameters among them.

If TSSE is the Training Sum Squared Error from the current epoch and SSE is the error 

from the previous epoch, then the parameters are adjusted as follows (pseudocode):

If TSSE >SSE*err_ratio 

Ir — lr*lr_dec\

lambda <—lambda* lambdajiec;

m — 0;

else if TSSE<SSE*err_ratio 

Ir *— lr*lrjnc;

lambda *— lambda* lambdajnc;

end

3.3.3 Parameter initialization

The weights connecting the input layer with the hidden layer are randomly initialised 

between -1 and 1. The weights connecting the hidden layer and the output layer are
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randomly initialised between -0.1 and 0.1. The bias vectors of every layer are unit 

vectors.

Previous studies by MIRG have determined some optimal initial parameter value ranges 

for DECH ICU. Table 3-4 listed are initial values of the parameters used in this thesis.

Ir 0.00001
Ir_inc 1.001
lr_dec 0.995
lamda 0.00001, after 500 epochs: 

0.0001
lamda_inc 1
lamda_dec 1
w0 0.001
momentum 0.2
enor_ratio 1.0001

Table 3-4 Initial parameter values (MLP)

3.4 Implementing the RBF network system

Unlike MLP networks, RBF networks can be trained in a variety of ways and their 

characteristics can be quite different Both K-mean clustering way and regularisation 

OLS way are implemented in our system to set up a RBF network. However, since the 

ROLS method needs less training effort and is more stable, it is used more often as a high 

performance method in our study while K-mean provides an optimal approach and a 

comparative reference. In the following sections, the methodologies to implement RBF 

networks via different approaches are discussed in detail.
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3.4.1 A conventional K-mean approach

The conventional K-mean approach to calculate the centres/widths of RBF is an efficient

way provided the centre number K is known. This is a typical data clustering technology

based on the similarities between data and includes the following steps in training phase

5;

1) Initialize the centres/widths by randomly selecting K data points;

2) For the whole training dataset, calculate the distance between every data point and 

every centre;

3) Assign every data point to the cluster whose centre is the nearest to the data point.

4) Recalculate the centres/widths based on the present members of every cluster.

5) Calculate the difference between the present centres and the previous centres, noted 

as error;

6) Repeat step 2-5 until the centres/widths do not change, i.e., error is smaller than a 

threshold. These centres/widths are the final centres/widths.

7) Calculate the Radial Basis Functions for each centre, i.e., the output of the hidden 

layer.

8) Calculate the weight between the hidden layer and the output layer using a pseudo

inverse matrix.
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After the centres/widths of the hidden layer and the weights between the hidden layer and 

the output layer are determined, an epoch of training is finished. Now, new data can be 

tested in the following steps:

9) Calculate the values of Radial Basis Functions for each centre over the test dataset, 

i.e. the outputs of the hidden layer.

10) Calculate the output of the output layer by a linear production of the weights and the 

output of the hidden layer. This is the output of the whole network, i.e., the prediction 

value of the test data.

3.4.2 Regularized Orthogonal Least Squares (ROLS) approach

Regularized Orthogonal Least Squares method is an advanced RBF learning algorithm. In 

this thesis, we compute the centres in a forward selection way. With this method, centres 

are chosen one by one from a candidate set and new centres are selected in a forward way

f t )
in the effort to reduce the regularized error. Following are the steps of this algorithm :

1) Assign all training data points as centre candidates. Initialize the full design matrix F 

with all the initial candidates. Initialize the design matrix H and H as empty;

2) Select a f/ from the full design matrix F, initialize the fj and hj ;

3) Compute all f; by equation 2-30;

4) Selected f; which minimise the equation 2-33 and append the f; to H ;

5) Compute the error using cross-validation;
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6) If the error exceeds a preset threshold, go to 2) to continue to select centre, otherwise, 

go to 7);

7) Assign all the columns in H to centres.

8) Compute the weights.

9) Compute the outputs of hidden layer over the test dataset

10) Compute the output of the network over the test dataset.

3.43 ROLS approach with a K-mean centre initialization method

As illustrated in Section 2.2.4, the efficiency of ROLS method for computing the RBF 

centres is affected by the centre candidate initializations because the later centres are 

selected from this initial candidate set If the initial candidates are not suitable to 

represent the whole data space, the final clustering result can be poor. A typical method 

for initialising the centre candidates is to assign the whole training dataset as the 

candidates (Section 3.4.2). However, in real application, the whole training dataset is not 

necessarily good enough to represent the data space. Therefore, in this study, an attempt 

is made to compute more representative centre candidates by using a K-mean method. 

Following are the procedure of this K-mean+ ROLS method:

1) Randomly select K data points of the training data set;

2) For the whole training dataset, calculate the distance between every data point and 

every centre (candidate);

3) Assign every data point to the cluster whose centre (candidate) is the nearest to the 

data point.
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4) Recalculate the centres (candidates) / widths based on the present members of every 

cluster.

5) Calculate the difference between the present centres (candidates) and the previous 

centres (candidates), noted as error;

6) Repeat step 2-5 until the centres (candidate) /  widths don’t change, i.e., error is 

smaller than a stopping threshold. These centres (candidates) are the initial RBF 

centre candidates.

7) Assign all the centres acquired at step 6 as centre candidates. Initialize the full design 

matrix F with all the initial candidates. Initialize the design matrix H and ft as empty;

8) Compute the RBFs using a ROLS method (See step 2-10 in Section 3.4.2)
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Chapter 4 Results and discussion

Based on the previous discussion, a mortality prediction system assembling the MLP and 

RBF methods has been implemented. The MLP networks include models with and 

without weight-elimination and the RBF networks include models with and without 

regularisation. PCA is also implemented in this system to facilitate data analysis. Some 

other classification tools such as a constant predictor and Bayesian classifier are also 

implemented in this system as a performance reference. The system is tested on a real 

medical database originating from the DECHICU database (Section 3.1): the whole post

operative cases database. All data sets were pre-processed in the way described in 

Chapter 5.1. This chapter outlines the experimental results of mortality prediction using 

this system. The chapter consists of the following three parts:

•  Experimental results.and discussion using MLP models;

•  Experimental results and discussion using RBF models;

•  Performance evaluation of different models.

For a medical prediction system, the quality we are most concerned with is its prediction 

efficiency in terms of the correct classification rate, sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, 

instead of the commonly used best error stopping criterion, medical prediction models are 

usually trained with other criteria with the aim of attaining the best classification rate and 

sensitivity/specificity. In our experiments, the best CCR criterion was chosen with some 

alteration, so that only models with sensitivity above a certain threshold (in this thesis 

50%) are considered. This way, we can avoid unsuccessful training with a high CCR but
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a very low sensitivity. The log-sensitivity index was also used in the experiments as the 

stopping criterion to select the most suitable model. There may be some slight 

discrepancies between these two stopping criteria. The log-sensitivity index emphasizes 

sensitivity more than the CCR criterion does.

In the following experiments, an epoch of MLP training is defined as one process 

consisting of: feeding the training data to the network; adjusting the weights of the 

network; calculating the output measures (variable value, ASE, CCR, sensitivity, 

specificity) of every layer, and feeding back the errors obtained at the output layer within 

the network. Correspondingly, an epoch of RBF training is one process consisting of: 

selecting a new centre; calculating the weights between the hidden layer and the output 

layer, and calculating the measures of the network (variable value, ASE, CCR, 

sensitivity, specificity).

4.1 Results of the MLP network method

The MLP networks implemented in this system were of two kinds: with weight- 

elimination and without weight-elimination. All networks were of the three layer 

structure with 51 input units, 6 hidden layer units and 1 output unit. Parameters were 

initialized as described in Section 3.3.3. Best CCR and best Log-sensitivity index 

stopping criteria were used to train these networks.

4.1.1 Results of the 3-layer MLP model without weight-elimination (MLP1)
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Experiments were executed on three different datasets (Groups A, B, and C) using an 

MLP network without weight-elimination. The training of the network began with a 

group of initial parameters (Table 3-4) which were later adjusted to try different 

parameters of the network. Table 4-1 lists the final network parameter values 

corresponding to the best results of the network.

■ m i
Parameter Group A Group B GroupC Group A Group B GroupC
Lr 0.0025447 0.0024403 0.0024403 0.002857 0.0025447 0.0024403
lr_inc 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004
lr_dec 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032
Lamda 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001002 0.0001 0.0001
lam dajnc 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001
lamda_dec 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
Wo 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Momentum 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
error_ratio 1.0226 1.0151 1.0114 1.0451 1.0226 1.0114

Table 4-1 The final parameter values of the best MLP model (without weight-elimination)

The performance of the network was measured in terms of CCR, sensitivity and 

specificity, and is listed in Table 4-2.

Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A Group B GroupC
CCR 91.16 91.50 9286 89.12 89.46 92.86
Sensitivity 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.89 0.89 0.78
Specificity 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.89 0.90 0.93

Table 4-2 Performance of MLP models without weight-elimination

An example of a training procedure using the best CCR stopping criterion is illustrated in 

Figure 4-1. This figure shows that for a given set of network parameters, the training of 

the network needed about 470 epochs.
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Figure 4-1A typical training procedure of the MLP network without weight-elimination

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, and Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: best CCR

4.1.2 Results of 3-layer MLP model with weight-elimination (MLP2)

Experiments in this section were executed with the MLP model with weight-elimination. 

Similar to the training of the MLP model without weight-elimination, the model was 

trained with the same group of initial parameter values. Since there was a weight-
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elimination term while adjusting the weights, the final parameter values are different 

from those obtained in the model without weight-elimination.

Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 list the final network parameter values and the performance 

measures of the network. Figure 4-2 shows the training procedure of the network.

ASE. CCR, Log-sensitivity, Sensitivity, Specifity

100 150 200 500

400 450 500100 150 200

0.5 -

500100 150 200

0.5

500100 150 200

Figure 4-2 A typical training procedure of the MLP network with weight-elimination

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, and Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: best CCR
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Best C C R  w ith sensitivity>=0.5 Best Log-Sensitivity Index
Parameter Group A GroupB Group C Group A GroupB Group C
Lr 0.0030699 0.0029208 0.0030541 0.0030699 0.0088395 0.0030541
lr_inc 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.004
lr_dec 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032 0.9032
Lamda 0.0001002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001002 0.0001 0.0001
lam dajnc 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001 0.0001
lamda_dec 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
w0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Momentum 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
error_ratio 1.0482 1.0482 1.0482 1.0482 1.0482 1.0482

Table 4-3 The final parameter values of the MLP model with weight-elimination

Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A Group B Group C
CCR 94.90 94.22 93.54 94.90 88.44 93.54
Sensitivity 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.89 0.78
Specificity 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.94

Table 4-4 Performance of MLP models with weight-elimination

4.13 Results of dimension reduction with the MLP network (with weight- 
elimination) (MLP3)

PCA was used to decrease the input dimensionality and determine optimal variables for 

the classifier through a linear transformation (Chapter 2). This method is commonly seen 

in RBF applications and is sometimes used in MLP applications. Using the PCA method, 

the original 51 input variables were transformed into a set of new combined variables. 

The proportion of every combined variable by principal component analysis is (%):

18.54 1X48 7.81 6.00 5.73 5.15 4.79 3.95 3.27 2.98 184 2.58 239  2.23 1.89 1.77 1.63 1.55 1.30 1.21 1.08 1.06 

0.93 0.87 0.80 0.80 0.74 0.69 0.61 0.56 0.51 0.40 030  02 6  0-20 0.11 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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We can see the last few variables are almost of no importance, since they count for 0% in 

the new representation of the data. We tried different numbers of new variables to 

represent the data and found that 27 variables work the best Thus, the first 27 new 

variables are then fed to the network as inputs to train the system. They account for 96.27 

% information in total.

18.54 +12.48 + 7.81+ 6.00 + 5.73 + 5.15 + 4.79 + 3.95 + 3.27 + 2.98 + 2.84 + 2.58 + 2^9 + 2.23 +1.89 + 1.77 +1.63 +1.55 

+ 1.30 + 1.21 + 1.08 + 1.06 + 0.93 + 0.87 + 0.80 + 0.80 + 0.74 = 96.27 (%)

ASE. CCR, Log-sensitivity, Sensitivity, Specifity
2  I--------------1-------------- 1-------------- 1---------------1--------------- 1---------------1-------------- 1---------------r

n  :_________ i_________ 1_________ I-------------- 1---------------1---------------1-------------- 1---------------1---------------
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Figure 4-3 A typical procedure of the MLP network with weight-elimination +PCA

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, and Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: best CCR
* Dimension reduction (PCA): 51->27
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Table 4-5 displays the experimental results of applying PCA to the MLP models (with 

weight-elimination). In our problem, the PCA approach does not significantly improve 

the performance of the MLP network.

Performance measure Group A Group B GroupC Group A GroupB Group C
CCR 93.88 97.62 93.54 93.88 93.20 91.83
Sensitivity 0.67 0.56 0.56 0.67 0.78 0.78
Specificity 0.95 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.92

Table 4-5 Performance of the MLP model (with weight-elimination) + PCA

Note:
* Dimension reduction (PCA): 51-^27 

42  Results of RBF network method

Based on the previous experiments and discussion, in this section we describe the use of 

the K-mean and the OLS techniques to implement RBF networks. More specifically, the 

approaches used in this study included a naive K-mean method, a naive OLS approach 

(with or without regularisation), and an advanced regularised OLS approach (with a K- 

mean method for centre candidates’ initialization). A PCA approach was applied to the 

RBF network as well. Below we show the experimental results in detail.

4.2.1 Results of the RBF network using a K-mean method (RBF1 & RBF2)
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Results using the K-mean method are not stable because this method is sensitive to the 

cluster initialization and the value of the cluster number K. In this section, we choose 

K=150 as an example to illustrate how this approach performs in our problem. 

Experimental results shown here are only typical examples.

ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, Sensitivity, Specifity

0.5

100

1004'

2

10 20 30 40 50 60 70—i “i--------- r ------ -t--------- 1-------------------- 90____10080
T

0.5

100

0.8

0.6
100

Figure 4-4 A typical training procedure of the RBF network with a K-mean 
method

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: best CCR
*:k=150
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Figure 4-4 and Table 4-6 (RBF1) show a typical training process and some typical 

performance results, respectively (k=150). Table 4-7 (RBF2) presents results with 

dimension reduction (PCA). Via PCA, the input variable number was reduced from 51 to

27. Similar to other models, this data analysis method improves the prediction efficiency 

a little for some datasets but not for all datasets.

Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A GroupB Group C
CCR 88.10 87.41 91.16 88.10 87.41 91.16
Sensitivity 0.89 0.56 0.78 0.89 0.56 0.78
Specificity 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.88 0.88 0.92

Table 4-6 The results of the RBF network with a K-mean method

*K=150

Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A GroupB Group C
CCR 89.46 89.12 89.80 89.46 89.12 89.80
Sensitivity 0.89 0.56 0.78 0.89 0.56 0.78
Specificity 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.90

Table 4-7 The results of the RBF model with a K-mean+PCA method

* K=150
* Data space dimension is reduced from 51 to 27 through a PCA process

4 2 2  Results of the KBF network using an OLS method with a naive centre 
initialization (RBF3, RBF4 & RBF5)

Compared to the K-mean method, the OLS method is an advanced way of computing the 

centres for the RBF network because it uses a rapid algorithm to determine the centres 

automatically. In this section and the next, we show the experimental results for RBF 

networks using the OLS method. Experiments in this section used a naive means to set up 

the centre candidate set, which considers the entire database as the centre candidates.
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Figure 4-5 shows the training quality of the RBF network using the OLS method with a 

naive centre initialization (RBF3). The generalization/prediction ability (test phase) of 

such a network is not ideal, although its approximation ability (training phase) is good. A 

regularized OLS method (RBF4) has a better generalization ability, as shown in Figure 

4-6. A PCA process is also applied to this method. The performance of RBF networks 

using these three methods is shown in Table 4-8, Table 4-9 and Table 4-10.

ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, Sensitivity, Specifrty
2

1

0 3
100J

50

2
1

?
0.5

? Q 10 20 30 40 50 BO 70 80 90
I  “  • •  ’  •  i * i  i  i

;,,V *

0.5 *

n _________ i_________ I__________I_________ I_________ I_________ I_________ I---------------I--------------
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Figure 4-5 A typical training procedure of the RBF network using the naive OLS method

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: best CCR
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Best C C R  w ith sensitivity>=0.5 B est Log-Sensitivity  Index
Performance measure Group A GroupB Group C Group A Group B Group C
CCR 90.48 91.16 92.86 90.48 91.16 92.86
Sensitivity 0.89 0.89 0.78 0.89 0.89 0.78
Specificity 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.93

Table 4-8 The performance of the RBF model using naive OLS method
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Figure 4-6 A typical training procedure of the RBF network using 
ROLS method with a naive centre initialization

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, and Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: The best Log-sensitivity index

Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A GroupB Group C
CCR 91.84 91.50 94.90 91.16 91.50 94.90
Sensitivity 0.78 0.89 0.78 0.89 0.89 0.78
Specificity 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.91 0.92 0.95

Table 4-9 The performance of the RBF network using ROLS method with a naive centre
initialisation
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Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A Group B GroupC
CCR 93.20 94.56 95.24 93.20 94.56 95.24
Sensitivity 0.78 0.89 0.67 0.78 0.89 0.67
Specificity 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.96

Table 4-10 The performance of the RBF network using ROLS method with a naive centre
initialization +PCA

42 3  Results of the RBF network with centre initialization using K-mean method 
(RBF6)

All experiments on RBF models in the previous section used all the-data points as initial 

centre candidates. This is a common method, but is less effective when the original 

database is not well formed. The centre candidates determined in this way may result in a 

poor ability to detect low occurrence patterns, although it may still exhibit a high correct 

classification rate. To avoid this weakness, we apply the K-mean method to determine the 

initial centre candidates (Chapter 3). All data points in the database are clustered first to 

compute representatives (centres of the clusters) for each cluster. These representatives 

are then used as the candidates from which the final centres are selected. The 

experimental results of this method (Figure 4-7 and Table 4-11) show that through the K- 

mean method for centre initialization, with proper K value, the performance of the 

network may improve somewhat Similar to the situation using the K-mean to calculate 

the centres, different K values have a slight effect on the network’s performance. Table 

4-11 lists the experimental results with k=50 and k=150; k=50 has an optimal value. To 

show the difference between the performance of this method and the method using K- 

mean clustering only to calculate the RBFs (RBF 1), the experimental results with k=150 

is also list here.
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Figure 4-7 A typical training procedure of the RBF network using 
ROLS method with a K-mean centre initialization

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: The best Log-sensitivity index
* K=50 in K-mean method for centre initialization
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IJest CCR w ith sensitivity>=().5 Best Log-Sensitiv ity  Index
Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A Group B Group C
CCR 91.50 90.48 94.56 91.16 88.78 94.22
Sensitivity 0.56 0.56 0.78 0.89 0.89 0.78
Specificity 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.95
Note:
* K=150 in K-mean method for centre initialization

Performance measure Group A Group B Group C Group A GroupB Group C
CCR 93.20 91.16 95.24 90.14 91.16 95.24
Sensitivity 0.56 0.89 0.78 0.89 0.89 0.78
Specificity 0.94 0.91 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.96
Note:
* K=50 in K-mean method for centre initialization

Table 4-11 The performance of the RBF network using ROLS method with a K-mean centre
initialization
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42.4 Results of dimension reduction using PCA (RBF7)

As we did with the MLP networks, a dimension reduction technique was applied on the 

RBF network as well. The RBF network referenced in this section is the one using the 

ROLS method with a K-mean centre initialization. The input variable number was 

reduced from 51 to 27. Our experiments show that the PCA method can efficiently 

reduce the training time (due to the reduction of the data space dimension) and increase 

the sensitivity (Figure 4-8 and Table 4-12).

Performance measure Group A GroupB Group C Group A GroupB Group C
CCR 95.24 97.28 96.60 94.56 96.26 96.60
Sensitivity 0.67 0.78 0.78 0.89 0.89 0.78
Specificity 0.96 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.96 0.97

Table 4-12 The performance of the RBF network using ROLS method 
with a K-mean centre initialization + PCA.

Note:
* K=150 in K-mean method for centre initialization
* Data space dimension is reduced form 51 to 27 through a PCA process
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Figure 4-8 A typical training procedure of the RBF network using ROLS method with a K-mean
centre initialization + PCA

Note:
* Performance measure vs. epoch. The measures are (from top to bottom): ASE, CCR, Log-sensitivity, 
Sensitivity, and Specificity
* Training data: Group A
* Stopping criterion: The best Log-sensitivity index
* K=1S0 in K-mean method for centre initialization
* Data space dimension is reduced form 51 to 27 through a PCA process

43  The experimental results with the non-operative database

To test performances of the designed models on non-homogeneous data, experiments 

were executed with the non-operative database as well (See Group D in chapter 3). All 

models described in the previous sections were tested in this section. Parameters are
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chosen in the same way of the experiments with Post-op and will not be repeated in this 

section. Here we only list the results of the PCA process particularly.

Through a PCA process, the data of Group D is analysed and new combined variables 

are obtained in the order of importance which is shown below:

The proportion of every new variable by principal component analysis is (%):

19.03 12.55 7.64 6 3  4 5.83 5.33 3.81 3.33 3.15 2.89 2.44 2.34 2.18 1.97 1.77 1.68 1.60 1.51 
1.47 1.27 124 120 1.11 1.01 0.89 0.80 0.76 0.69 0.63 0.55 0.53 0.48 0.46 0.36 0.35 0.25 
023 0.20 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

In this thesis, the first 20 combined variables are selected which account for 88.13% of 

the information.

All experimental results of different models with the non-operative dataset are shown 

below:

MLP1 87.13 0.72 0.79
MLP2 87.62 0.84 0.88
MLP3 91.09 0.72 0.94
RBF1**C 79.70 0.88 0.78
RBF21C 82.67 0.68 0.85
RBF3 80.20 0.72 0.81
RBF4 85.15 0.52 0.90
RBF5 90.10 0.56 0.95
RBF6*’6 84.16 0.96 0.82
RBF7*,1) 91.09 032 0.97

Table 4-13 Summary of the experimental results with non-postoperative dataset

Note:
* Dataset: Group D
* Stopping criteria: the best CCR
* PCA reduces the variable dimensionality from 51 to 20
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* a: This value may vary depending on the K value. Here is just one example.
* b: K=150 for the K-mean centre initialization
* c: K=150 for the K-mean clustering
* MLP1: MLP network without weight-elimination
* MLP2: MLP network with weight-elimination
* MLP3: MLP network with weight-elimination +PCA
* RBF1: RBF network using K-mean clustering method
* RBF2: RBF network using K-mean clustering method + PCA
* RBF3: RBF network using OLS clustering method with a naive centre initialization
* RBF4: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with a naive centre initialization
* RBFS: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with a naive centre initialization + PCA
* RBF6: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with K-mean centre initialization
* RBF7: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with K-mean centre initialization + PCA

4.4 Discussion of the experimental results

For the sake of comparison, a brief summary of the previous discussion is shown in Table 

4-13 and Table 4-14. For simplicity, only the experimental results on the dataset Group A 

is listed for the post-operative data here.

Experimental results show that all models implemented in this thesis can provide a 

helpful mortality prediction tool, yet each model has its own characteristics.

Relative to the other models, the MLP model with weight-elimination has good overall 

prediction ability. Compared with other models, it is more flexible in detecting low 

occurrence cases (non-survivors) and less sensitive to the data distribution in the dataset 

The overall accuracy of this model is also comparatively good (the second highest). The 

weakness of this model is its iterative calculation algorithm, which usually means long 

training time.

The RBF model using a K-mean method has the lowest accuracy (though still acceptable) 

of all the models, but performs better than the RBF model using a naive OLS method in
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detecting low occurrence cases. Another weakness of this approach is that its 

performance is not stable because of its sensitivity to the data distribution and the cluster 

initialization. Furthermore, the cluster number is hard to determine, and its training time 

is long.

The RBF model using the ROLS method with a naive centre initialization is the fastest 

model. However, its ability to detect positive cases is poor when the data set is badly 

formed. Of all the models discussed in this thesis, the RBF model using the ROLS 

method and a K-mean centre initialization has the best overall performance. This robust 

model has the highest prediction accuracy and sensitivity, and its training time is also 

good (longer than the one with a naive ROLS method, yet shorter than the other models).

MLPl 91.16 0.78 0.92
MLP2 94.90 0.78 0.95
MLP3 93.88 0.67 0.95
RBFl*-' 88.10 0.89 0.88
RBF2a-c 89.46 0.89 0.89
RBF3 90.48 0.89 0.91
RBF4 91.84 0.78 0.92
RBF5 93.20 0.78 0.94
RBF6a,l> 93.20 0.56 0.94
RBF7" 95.24 0.67 0.96

Table 4-14 A brief summary of the performance of the models with the post-operative dataset

Note:
* Dataset: Group A
* Stopping criteria: the best CCR
* PCA reduces the variable dimensionality from 51 to 27
* a: This value may vary depending on the K value. Here is just one example.
* b: K=50 for the K-mean centre initialization
* c: K=150 for the K-mean clustering
* MLP1: MLP network without weight-elimination
* MLP2: MLP network with weight-elimination
* MLP3: MLP network with weight-elimination +PCA
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* RBF1: RBF network using K-mean clustering method
* RBF2: RBF network using K-mean clustering method + PCA
* RBF3: RBF network using OLS clustering method with a naive centre initialization
* RBF4: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with a naive centre initialization
* RBFS: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with a naive centre initialization + PCA
* RBF6: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with K-mean centre initialization
* RBF7: RBF network using regularized OLS clustering method with K-mean centre initialization + PCA

As a data analysis approach, PCA plays a meaningful role in this study. Experiments with 

the PCA approach show that it does not only reduce the computation complexity for all 

datasets and all models but also improves the performance of some models. As in this 

study, it performs well with the RBF models but does not make much difference with the 

MLP models. In some cases, it can also increase the CCR and the sensitivity. This may 

be because it filters noise out of the dataset when reducing the dimensionality. 

Experiments with RBF on other datasets (Group B, C) confirm this conclusion (Section 

4.2).
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

5.1 Concluding remarks

Because of the special characteristics of ICU, mortality prediction systems are required to 

be fast and of highly accurate, with especially high sensitivity. This thesis develops a 

medical decision system which is mainly comprised of multi-layer Artificial Neural 

Networks and Radial Basis Functions. A fast RBF model was implemented based on the 

study of radial basis functions, linear regression, statistical analysis and data clustering. 

Performance comparisons and a discussion of this method and the previously 

implemented ANN (MLP network) method are given. To facilitate this prediction system 

and provide a more flexible decision aid for medical staff, multiple criteria for model 

selection were designed so the medical staff could choose the most suitable model.

All models were tested on four different groups of training datasets and test datasets, 

which originally came from a medical database. Useful variables to be extracted from the 

original database were determined and normalized in consultation with the medical staff. 

Meanwhile, due to the fact that the medical data of an ICU is usually badly skewed, a 

balancing process was used to artificially make the negative value cases and the positive 

cases equal.

Several different models using different algorithms were studied and compared. They 

were the MLP model without weight-elimination, the MLP model with weight- 

elimination, the RBF model with a simple K-mean clustering method, the RBF model
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with a simple OLS method, the RBF with a regularized OLS method, and the RBF with a 

regularized OLS method and a K-mean centre initialization strategy. The PCA technique 

was applied to both the MLP and RBF models as a means of data space dimension 

reduction and feature extraction.

Weight-elimination (in MLP models) and regularisation (in RBF models) methods were 

considered as suitable for the over-fitting problem of a classifier. Our experiments show 

they can increase the prediction accuracy. A PCA process is supposed to be and proved in 

our experiments to be a good method of dimension reduction and thus training time 

reduction. In addition, our experiments show that it is also able to improve the 

performances of RBF models.

Overall, in our study, all the models mentioned above were valid for mortality prediction. 

Among them, the RBF with a regularized OLS method and a K-mean centre initialization 

strategy along with PCA data analysis had the best performance. However, the RBF with 

an OLS method had a faster training speed. MLP models were in mid range in terms of 

performance, yet their training speeds were comparatively slow.

52  Contributions to knowledge

The ANN approach is commonly used in the medical field. The MIRG libratory has 

accumulated much experience in this respect while still trying other methods. This thesis 

aimed to develop a new method and to provide medical staff more support using a system
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that replicates the real ICU environment In this thesis, the following contributions were

made to knowledge:

1 Development of a new morality prediction support system based on the RBF 

network approach; this approach has been rarely used in the medical field. Different 

training mechanisms of the RBF models were discussed, compared and 

implemented.

2 Design, implementation and discussion of an advanced centre initialization method 

of the regularised OLS approach for RBF models by integrating the K-mean 

clustering technique to improve the overall generalisation/prediction ability of the 

system, especially for low occurrence cases. According to my literature review, this 

thesis appears to be the first application of this method in the medical decision 

support field.

3 Confirmed the good performance of the MLP network with weight-elimination as a 

mortality prediction support method and the validity of the use of the Log- 

sensitivity index as a stopping criterion for model training with the data used in this 

thesis.

4 Compared the performance of different MLP models and RBF models based on 

experimental results using a medical database. Designed a system integrating the 

MLP and RBF methods to include the strengths of both methods and offer more 

reliable and flexible decision support to medical personnel. Composed programs to 

preprocess data, implement the new RBF networks, integrate the MLP and RBF 

networks in a system, and measure the performance of the models.
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5 Validation of the PCA technique as a data dimension reduction method and noise 

filter which reduced the system complexity and improved the prediction ability of 

both MLP and RBF networks in this thesis.

6  Confirmed the utility of the cross-validation method as a means of balancing the 

general performance error of the RBF network.

53  Future work

Although this was a successful project, there is still some work to be done to improve the

present system:

1 Develop more efficient algorithms of centre initialization in RBF networks. In 

general, the system in this thesis is fast and efficient Nevertheless, new algorithms 

may still improve the accuracy while sacrificing little training speed.

2 Try other data analysis means, such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA), to 

see the effect on classification accuracy.

3 This system can be applied to predict other medical outcomes such as the duration 

of ventilation, the length of stay in ICU, and the diagnosis of disease and 

complications.

4 Based on the methodology outlined in this thesis, develop an online model for 

clinical ICU monitoring. A recurrent 3-layer network can be considered as a 

possible network structure.

5 Apply the mechanism to the neonatal ICU to see how it works for different 

databases.
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